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What is it?
It is a wall mounted panel that simulates a real world window. It gives 
you the immersion and depth of looking through a window but meant 
for environments where a real window would not do.



People who live in small apartments

Homeowners who want windows in 
their basements.

Small bathrooms, or skylights

Hospitals and Jails

Basement offices

Enthusiasts

Alaska / Places with long nights

Gyms and Fitness centers

Trade Show booths

Big Box stores with pre-made kitchen 
setups

Target Audience



Overview

Control Panel

Main Unit

Realistic Sound Emulator

Autostereoscopic
Depth

Window Border

Voice Enabled

Real Shadow Projection



Case Study: Apartment Resident

BEFORE
Miranda is a college student who 
lives in an apartment with only one 
window. However this window is in 
the living room and not in her bed-
room. She wants to wake up in the 
morning to a beautiful sunshine in 
her bedroom.

How can she accomplish this?



We install PANEL!

After the installation of PANEL, 
Miranda is happy and can now 
enjoy the beautiful immersion the 
window brings her!

AFTER



How It Works

It uses a technology called autostereoscopy. 
The tech can project a 3D image without the 
need of 3D glasses. It uses a parallax barrier 
which is a device that is placed on top of an 
LCD screen.

Photo Credit: MIT (HD3D Panel)
<< Stereoscopic GIF >>

https://31.media.tumblr.com/59f37051a9887c92e889366c2db823f5/tumblr_mu86z6nxr51rwqm8oo2_500.gif
https://31.media.tumblr.com/59f37051a9887c92e889366c2db823f5/tumblr_mu86z6nxr51rwqm8oo2_500.gif
https://31.media.tumblr.com/59f37051a9887c92e889366c2db823f5/tumblr_mu86z6nxr51rwqm8oo2_500.gif


PANEL Off



PANEL On



The Interface



Panel Selection

This screen shows all the 
installed panels in your 
home.

Panels will automatically 
be added to your central 
dock and you can select 
them here.



Main Room Screen

If set to a specific room, 
it will show the current 
time of day, hour, weather 
condition being emulated 
with a visual.



Your settings will display 
the room’s panel power 
switch, and a schedule 
of the days. If left alone, 
then it assumes a real 
world window setting.

Settings Screen



Themes

Themes, when applied will 
change your viewport to a 
different location. The first 
image will always be your 
location’s default.



These settings change the 
look of the overall console.

Auto Match to Room is 
useful for if you wanted to 
blend the interface with 
the room it’s in.

Console Settings



Display Alternate Colors

Here’s an alternate pallette.




